


We live in Florida! 
 

Our state is  
surrounded  
by water.   

  
 



There are lots of 
beaches, inlets and 

harbors on the 
coastline of Florida   

 
 
 

Many of them have 
lighthouses!  
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Light houses signal 
ships at sea. 

 
 

They tell ships where 
the coastline is. 

 
 

 They show the way 
to a safe harbor. 

 

Loggerhead Key Lighthouse 
photo by DonGato 



Lighthouses shine a 
flashing light all 

night long. 

Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse 
photo by DonGato 

Some lighthouses 
shine during the 

day as well 
 
 



At the top of the 
lighthouse is a 
Fresnel lens. 

 
 
 

The Fresnel lens 
turns around a 

light. 
 
 
 

It makes a beacon 
that can be seen far 

at sea.  
 
 

 

Key West Lighthouse 
Photo by afagen 



Stairs wind from 
the bottom to the 

top of every 
lighthouse. 

 
 

This is so the 
lighthouse keeper 

can tend the 
light. 

 

Key West Lighthouse 
Photo by afagen 



Most lighthouses stand close to the shoreline. 

Boca Grand Lighthouse 
Photo by Pedonti’s 



This lighthouse 
was first built on 

the beach. 
 
 

But the beach 
washed away! 

 
 

So the lighthouse 
was moved inland.   

 

Cape Canaveral Lighthouse 
photo by Curb Crusher 



This lighthouse 
stands in the  

water.. 
 

American Shoals Lighthouse 
Photo by ecummins 



This  
lighthouse 

stands on the 
walls of an 

old fort. 

Ft. Jefferson Lighthouse 
Photo by Pedonti’s 



This lighthouse was built by 
Lt. George Meade.  

Lt Meade later became a 
famous Civil War general. 
 
 
 

Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse 
photo by Curb Crusher 



This lighthouse 
is the second 
tallest brick 
tower in the 

United States. 

Ponce de Leon Lighthouse 
photo by hatchski 



This lighthouse can 
guide ships on both 
the Atlantic Ocean 

and the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

Key West Lighthouse 
Photo by afagen 



This lighthouse 
is recognized by 

its stripes.  
 

Ships can see 
the stripes even 
during the day. 

 

St. Augustine Lighthouse 
Photo by E_Journeys 



View from Anclote Key Lighthouse 
photo by jeffk42 

Lighthouses also give people on shore 
a view of the sea… 



…of the land,  

View from St Augustine Lighthouse 
Photo by DonCon402  



….and even 
other  

lighthouses! 
 

View from Ft Jefferson Lighthouse 
Photo by DonCon402  



Lighthouses are an 
important part of 

our state…. 
and so are you! 

 
 



This story was developed by the lighthouse enthusiasts at 
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Center for Autism and Related Disabilities 
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Photographs used in the story can  be located at  
http://www.flickr.com 


